BEST FEATURE LENGTH DRAMA

WINNER

My Life Without Me
Gordon McLennan, Ogden Gavanski - Producers

NOMINEES

Emile
Carl Bessai, Jacquelyn Renner - Producers

Falling Angels
Lynn Stopkewich, Dean English, Robin Cass
Kevin Dewalt, Jessica Fraser, Alain de la Mata - Producers

See Grace Fly
Pete McCormack, Paul McGillion, Gina Chiarelli,
Paul Armstrong, Jena Niquidet, Robert French - Producers

The Snow Walker
Robert Merilees, William Vince - Producers
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BEST DIRECTION
FEATURE LENGTH DRAMA

WINNER
Scott Smith
Falling Angels

NOMINEES
Carl Bessai
Emile

Pete McCormack
See Grace Fly

Trent Carlson
The Delicate Art of Parking

Charles Martin Smith
The Snow Walker
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BEST SCREENWRITING
FEATURE LENGTH DRAMA

WINNER

Esta Spalding
Falling Angels

NOMINEES

Carl Bessai
Emile

Nathaniel Geary
On The Corner

Pete McCormack
See Grace Fly

Charles Martin Smith
The Snow Walker
BEST CINEMATOGRAPHY
FEATURE LENGTH DRAMA

WINNER
Carl Bessai
Emile

NOMINEES
Gregory Middleton
Falling Angels

Kenneth Hewlett
Little Brother of War

Brian Johnson
On The Corner

Larry Lynn
See Grace Fly
BEST PICTURE EDITING
FEATURE LENGTH DRAMA

WINNER

Lisa Jane Robison
My Life Without Me

NOMINEES

Julian Clarke
Emile

David Ostry
Mob Princess

Mark Lemmon
The Delicate Art of Parking

Alison Grace
The Snow Walker
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BEST VISUAL EFFECTS
FEATURE LENGTH DRAMA

WINNER

Mark Benard
The Snow Walker

NOMINEES

Adam Stern, Sudrey Suos, Dan Brittain, Cory Bramall
Firefight

Gary Gutierrez, Jayne Craig, Bruce Woloshyn, Simon Ager, Wes Sargent
Lizzie McGuire
2004 LEO AWARDS NOMINEES & WINNERS

BEST OVERALL SOUND
FEATURE LENGTH DRAMA

WINNER

Chris Duesterdiek, Dean Giammarco, Bill Sheppard, Mark Berger
The Snow Walker

NOMINEES

Nicole Thompson, Miguel Nunes, Jeff Carter, Brad Hillman
Emile

Kelly Cole, Bill Mellow, Hugh de la Cerda
Mob Princess

John Ritchie, Ken Biehl, Mario Loubert, Michael P. Keeping,
Hennie Britton, Matt Gionet, Tony Gronick, Derick Cobden, Jo Rossi,
See Grace Fly

Craig Stauffer, Murray Forward,
Brad Hillman, Miguel Nunes, Nicole Thompson
The Delicate Art of Parking
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BEST SOUND EDITING
FEATURE LENGTH DRAMA

WINNER

Bill Sheppard, Dean Giammarco,
Rob Hunter, Christine McLeod, Jonny Ludgate
The Snow Walker

NOMINEES

Brad Hillman, Miguel Nunes,
Pat Haskill, Phil Hunter, Gina Mueller
Emile

Kevin Townsend, Steve Smith,
Mike Paprocki, Jay Cheetham
Mob Princess

Devan Kraushar, Phil Hunter,
James Wallace, Kelly Frey, Jean Raymond
On The Corner

Brad Hillman, Miguel Nunes,
Pat Haskill, Phil Hunter, Tim Peters
The Delicate Art of Parking
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BEST MUSICAL SCORE
FEATURE LENGTH DRAMA

WINNER

Mychael Danna
The Snow Walker

NOMINEES

Patric Caird, Shawn Pierce
A Wrinkle in Time

Vince Mai
Emile

Patric Caird
Mob Princess

Dennis Burke
See Grace Fly
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BEST PRODUCTION DESIGN
FEATURE LENGTH DRAMA

WINNER
Carol Lavallee
My Life Without Me

NOMINEES
Dina Zecchel
Emile

Rachel O'Toole
Mob Princess

Erik Whittaker
On The Corner

Doug Byggdin
The Snow Walker
BEST COSTUME DESIGN
FEATURE LENGTH DRAMA

WINNER

Allisa Swanson
The Snow Walker

NOMINEES

Lisa Young
Moving Malcolm

Katia Stano
My Life Without Me
BEST MAKE-UP
FEATURE LENGTH DRAMA

WINNER

Bill Terezakis
House of the Dead

NOMINEES

Marianne Olsen
Little Brother of War
BEST SUPPORTING PERFORMANCE BY A MALE FEATURE LENGTH DRAMA

WINNER

Michael Moriarty
Mob Princess

NOMINEES

Ian Tracey
Emile

JR Bourne
On The Corner

Tom Scholte
See Grace Fly

Kurt Max Runte
Little Brother of War
BEST SUPPORTING PERFORMANCE BY A FEMALE FEATURE LENGTH DRAMA

WINNER

Gabrielle Rose
Mob Princess

NOMINEES

Nancy Sivak
Little Brother of War

Rebecca Harker
Moving Malcolm

Katharine Isabelle
On The Corner

Nancy Robertson
The Delicate Art of Parking
2004 Leo Awards Nominees & Winners

Best Lead Performance by a Male Feature Length Drama

Winner

Barry Pepper
The Snow Walker

Nominees

Callum Keith Rennie
Falling Angels

Frank Cassini
Little Brother of War

Bruce Ramsay
Mob Princess

Paul McGillion
See Grace Fly
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BEST LEAD PERFORMANCE BY A FEMALE FEATURE LENGTH DRAMA

Gina Chiarelli
See Grace Fly

NOMINEES

Theo Crane
Emile

Katharine Isabelle
Falling Angels

Sonya Salomaa
Firefight

Diana Pavlovska
The Delicate Art of Parking
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BEST DRAMATIC SERIES

WINNER

Human Cargo
Hugh Beard, Brian McKeown, Debra Beard, Linda Svendsen - Producers

NOMINEES

Da Vinci's Inquest
Chris Haddock, Arvi Liimatainen - Producers

Stargate SG-1
John Smith, Brad Wright, Robert C. Cooper,
Michael Greenburg, Richard Dean Anderson, Joseph Mallozzi,
Paul Mullie, Andy Mikita, Damian Kindler, Peter DeLuise – Producers

The Collector
Larry Sugar, Jon Cooksey, Ali Marie Matheson - Producers
BEST DIRECTION
DRAMATIC SERIES

WINNER

Michael Robison
The Collector - The Roboticist

NOMINEES

Richard Martin
Da Vinci's Inquest - 25 Dollar Conversation

Brad Turner
Human Cargo - Part 5

Andy Mikita
Stargate SG-1 - Heroes - Part 2

Amanda Tapping
Stargate SG-1 - Resurrection
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BEST SCREENWRITING
DRAMATIC SERIES

WINNER

Brian McKeown, Linda Svendsen
Human Cargo - Part 5

NOMINEES

Dave Aitken
Cold Squad - Learning Curve

Chris Haddock, Alan DiFiore
Da Vinci's Inquest - Bury My Own Bones

Robert C. Cooper
Stargate SG-1 - Heroes - Part 2

Jon Cooksey, Ali Marie Matheson
The Collector - The Prosecutor
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BEST CINEMATOGRAPHY
DRAMATIC SERIES

WINNER

David Geddes
John Doe - The Rising

NOMINEES

Henry Chan
Human Cargo - Part 3

David Geddes
Jake 2.0 - The Spy Who Really Liked Me

Glen Winter
Smallville - Exile

Henry Chan
The Collector - The Actuary
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BEST PICTURE EDITING
DRAMATIC SERIES

WINNER

Lisa Binkley
Human Cargo – Part 5

NOMINEES

Jane Morrison
Da Vinci's Inquest - Bury My Own Bones

Eric Hill
Stargate SG-1 - Heroes - Part 2

Daria Ellerman
The Collector - The Prosecutor

Judy Andreson-Gruzeline
The Collector - The Photographer
BEST VISUAL EFFECTS
DRAMATIC SERIES

WINNER

Mark Breakspear, Rosmary Conte,
Mathew Krentz, Nick Hsieh, Zane Harker
The Collector - The Rapper

NOMINEES

Robert Habros, Jennifer McEachern,
Mark Breakspear, Kevin Little
Dead Like Me - Pilot

Bruce Turner
Gene Roddenberry’s Andromeda - Harper/Delete

James Tichenor, Craig Vandenbiggelaar,
Patrick Kalyn, James Halverson, Chris Doll
Stargate SG 1 - Lost City - Part 2

Mark Breakspear, Rosmary Conte,
Mathew Krentz, Nick Hsieh, Zane Harker
The Collector - The Medium
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BEST OVERALL SOUND
DRAMATIC SERIES

WINNER

Mark Hensley, Craig Stauffer, Greg Stewart, Ian Emberton
The Collector - The Rapper

NOMINEES

Jeff Jackman, Vince Renaud, Michael Thomas, Gordon Anderson
Gene Roddenberry's Andromeda - The World Turns All Around Her

Brent Marchenski, Tony Gronick,
Jo Rossi, Vince Renaud, Clive J. Turner - Human Cargo - Part 5

Sina Oroomchi, David Hibbert, Devan Kraushar, David Cur
Stargate SG-1 - Grace

Sina Oroomchi, David Hibbert, Devan Kraushar, Wayne Finucan
Stargate SG-1 - Lost City - Part 2
BEST SOUND EDITING
DRAMATIC SERIES

WINNER

Devan Kraushar, James Wallace, Kirby Jinnah, Kelly Frey, Jason Mauza
Stargate SG-1 - Lost City - Part 2

NOMINEES

Kevin Townshend, Mike Olekshy, Joe Spivak, Jay Cheeetham, Jason Mauza
Cold Squad - And the Fury

Jeff Jackman, Roger Morris, Chester Bialowas, Ian Mackie, Don Harrison
Gene Roddenberry’s Andromeda - The Worlds Turns All Around Her

Tony Gronick, Jo Rossi, Vince Renaud, Clive J. Turner, Hennie Britton
Human Cargo - Part 5
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BEST MUSICAL SCORE
DRAMATIC SERIES

WINNER

Michael Richard Plowman
The Collector - The Rapper

NOMINEES

Matthew McCauley - Gene Roddenberry’s Andromeda
Soon the Nearing Vortex

Daniel Sequin, James Jandrisch
Human Cargo - Part 3

Michael Richard Plowman
The Collector - The Actuary

Michael Richard Plowman
The Collector - The Roboticist
BEST PRODUCTION DESIGN
DRAMATIC SERIES

WINNER

Sutherland
The Collector - The Roboticist

NOMINEES

Lawrence Collett
Human Cargo - Part 2

Kate Hatton-Whyte
Jake 2.0 - The Spy Who Really Liked Me

David Wilson
Smallville - Phoenix

Bridget McGuire, Peter Bodnarus,
James Robbins, Robert Davidson, Mark Davidson
Stargate SG-1 - Lost City - Part 2
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BEST COSTUME DESIGN
DRAMATIC SERIES

WINNER

Caroline Cranstoun
Smallville - Relic

NOMINEES

Lyn Kelly
Human Cargo - Part 1

Christina McQuarrie, Lid Hawkins
Stargate SG-1 - Birthrite

Vicky Mulholland
The Collector - The Rapper
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BEST MAKE-UP
DRAMATIC SERIES

WINNER

Jan Newman, Todd Masters, Lise Kuhr, Rachel Griffin, Dorothee Deichmann, Mike Fields
Stargate SG-1 - Enemy Mine

NOMINEES

Natalie Cosco
Smallville - Exile

Leslie Graham
The Collector - The Rapper
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BEST GUEST PERFORMANCE BY A MALE DRAMATIC SERIES

WINNER

Colin Cunningham
Da Vinci’s Inquest - 25 Dollar Conversation

NOMINEES

Christopher Shyer
Cold Squad - The Filth

Adrian Holmes
The Collector - The Rapper

Mackenzie Gray
The Collector - The Rapper

Christian Bocher
The Collector - The Photographer
BEST GUEST PERFORMANCE BY A FEMALE DRAMATIC SERIES

WINNER
Quelemia Sparrow
Da Vinci’s Inquest - Thanks for the Toaster Oven

NOMINEES
Chilton Crane
Cold Squad - The Filth

Emily Perkins
Da Vinci’s Inquest - Bury My Own Bones

Teryl Rothery
The Collector - The Medium

Jodelle Ferland
The Collector - The Prosecutor
BEST SUPPORTING PERFORMANCE BY A MALE DRAMATIC SERIES

WINNER

Zak Santiago
Human Cargo - Part 3

NOMINEES

Tahmoh Penikett
Cold Squad - Learning Curve

Hrothgar Mathews
Human Cargo - Part 4

Don S. Davis
Stargate SG-1 - Heroes - Part 2
BEST SUPPORTING PERFORMANCE BY A FEMALE DRAMATIC SERIES

WINNER

Carly Pope
The Collector - The Prosecutor

NOMINEES

Michelle Goh
Human Cargo - Part 3

Camille Mitchell
Smallville - Extinction

Teryl Rothery
Stargate SG-1 - Lifeboat
BEST LEAD PERFORMANCE BY A MALE DRAMATIC SERIES

WINNER

Michael Shanks
Stargate SG 1 - Lifeboat

NOMINEES

Matthew Bennett
Cold Squad - Mr. Bad Example

Nicolas Campbell
Da Vinci’s Inquest - Bury My Own Bones

Ian Tracey
Da Vinci’s Inquest - Bury My Own Bones

Donnelly Rhodes
Da Vinci’s Inquest - Send in the Clowns
BEST LEAD PERFORMANCE BY A FEMALE DRAMATIC SERIES

WINNER

Amanda Tapping
Stargate SG-1 - Grace

NOMINEES

Kim Hawthorne
Da Vinci’s Inquest - Okay It’s Official

Keegan Connor Tracy
Jake 2.0 - Last Man Standing
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BEST SHORT DRAMA

WINNER

The Big Charade
Carwyn Jones – Producer

NOMINEES

Do Not Disturb
Isabelle Longnus – Producer

Exposures
Allison Laing, Matthew Sinclair-Foreman – Producers

Light Rapid Transit
Jason James, Trevor Hodgson, Kevin Eastwood – Producers

Why the Anderson Children Didn't Come to Dinner
AJ Bond, Jamie Travis, Amy Belling – Producers
BEST DIRECTION
SHORT DRAMA

WINNER

Jesse McKeown
The Big Charade

NOMINEES

A. Jonathan Benny
Do Not Disturb

Matthew Sinclair-Foreman
Exposures

Jason James
Light Rapid Transit

Jamie Travis
Why the Anderson Children Didn't Come to Dinner
BEST SCREENWRITING
SHORT DRAMA

WINNER

Jesse McKeown
The Big Charade

NOMINEES

A. Jonathan Benny
Do Not Disturb

Jason James
Light Rapid Transit

James Genn
The Dog Walker

Jamie Travis
Why the Anderson Children Didn't Come to Dinner
BEST CINEMATOGRAPHY
SHORT DRAMA

WINNER
Sean Rooney
The Big Charade

NOMINEES
A. Jonathan Benny
Do Not Disturb

James Liston
Exposures

Bob Aschmann
Light Rapid Transit

Amy Belling
Why the Anderson Children Didn't Come to Dinner
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BEST PICTURE EDITING
SHORT DRAMA

WINNER

Jason Schneider
The Big Charade

NOMINEES

A. Jonathan Benny
Do Not Disturb

Julian Clarke
Light Rapid Transit

Alec MacNeill Richardson
The 30 Second Guaranteed Fool Proof Ancient Cantonese Method

A. J. Bond
Why the Anderson Children Didn't Come to Dinner
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BEST OVERALL SOUND
SHORT DRAMA

WINNER

Brad Hillman, Miguel Nunes, Murray Forward
The Big Charade

NOMINEES

Amos Hertzman, Jeremy Shaw, Dale Butterfield, Murray Forward
Light Rapid Transit

Jay Cheetham, Dave Hibbert, Sina Oroomchi
Pits

Miguel Nunes, Brad Hillman, Murray Forward
The Watchers
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BEST SOUND EDITING
SHORT DRAMA

WINNER

Brad Hillman, Tim Peters
The Big Charade

NOMINEES

Geoff Turner, Randy Kiss, Tad Nazar
Tilt

Miguel Nunes, Rusty Dunn, Bryan Heidinger
The Watchers

Amy Belling
Why the Anderson Children Didn't Come to Dinner
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BEST MUSICAL SCORE
SHORT DRAMA

WINNER

Simon Kendall, Al Rodger
The Big Charade

NOMINEES

Dennis Burke
Arbor Vitae

Michael Richard Plowman
Pits

Dave Genn & Tridon
The Dog Walker

Ari Wise, Kirby J. Kaye
The Watchers
BEST PRODUCTION DESIGN
SHORT DRAMA

WINNER

Jamie Travis
Why the Anderson Children Didn't Come to Dinner

NOMINEES

Greg Loewen
Arbor Vitae

Maurice Woodworth
Pits

Shelby Johnstone
The Big Charade

Johanne Hubert
The Watchers
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BEST COSTUME DESIGN
SHORT DRAMA

WINNER

Siobhan Gray
The Big Charade

NOMINEES

Nick Harrison
Switch
BEST PERFORMANCE BY A MALE SHORT DRAMA

WINNER

Tom Scholte
Exposures

NOMINEES

Ian Tracey
Do Not Disturb

Tygh Runyan
Light Rapid Transit

Colin Cunningham
The 30 Second Guaranteed Fool Proof Ancient Cantonese Method

Brendan Fletcher
The Big Charade
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BEST PERFORMANCE BY A FEMALE SHORT DRAMA

WINNER

Kirsten Robek
The Watchers

NOMINEES

Nicole La Placa
Beach Bound

Mitra Loraz
Do Not Disturb

Genevieve Buechner
Princess Castle

Tabitha St Germain
The Watchers
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BEST DOCUMENTARY PROGRAM OR SERIES
ARTS/PERFORMING ARTS

WINNER

Radical Attitudes: The Architecture of Douglas Cardinal
Jim Hamm - Producer

NOMINEES

Completely Unreasonable - The Creation of an Opera
Pierre Beaudoin - Producer

Linton Garner: I Never Said Goodbye
Cari Green, Harry Sutherland, Colin Browne - Producers

Suzie LeBlanc and a Man Named Quantz
Robert Chesterman - Producer

The Making of Snow Walker
Robert Merilees - Producer
BEST DOCUMENTARY PROGRAM OR SERIES
HISTORY/BIOGRAPHY/SOCIAL

WINNER

The Corporation
Mark Achbar, Bart Simpson - Producers

NOMINEES

From Harling Point
Selwyn Jacob, Rina Fraticelli - Producers

Suspino - A Cry for Roma
Gillian Darling Kovanic, Rudi Kovanic - Producers

The Magical Life of Long Tack Sam
Ann Marie Fleming - Producer

Transplant Tourism
David Paperny, Dan Schlanger - Producers
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BEST DOCUMENTARY PROGRAM OR SERIES
NATURE/SCIENCE/ADVENTURE

WINNER

The Weight of the World
Tracey Friesen, Rina Fraticelli, Michael Alder - Producers

NOMINEES

Crocophiles
Debra Beard, Andrew Gardner, Rob Bromley, Hugh Beard - Producers

Living Things We Love to Hate
Andrew Koster, David Springbett - Producers

Rainwolves
Andrew Koster, David Springbett - Producers

Suzuki Speaks
Cathy Chilco, Tony Papa - Producers
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BEST DIRECTION
DOCUMENTARY PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Mark Achbar, Jennifer Abbott
The Corporation

NOMINEES

Gillian Darling Kovanic
Suspino - A Cry for Roma

Tony Papa
Suzuki Speaks

Ann Marie Fleming
The Magical Life of Long Tack Sam

Glynis Whiting
The Weight of the World
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BEST SCREENWRITING
DOCUMENTARY PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Joel Bakan, Harold Crooks, Mark Achbar
The Corporation

NOMINEES

Gillian Darling Kovanic
Suspino - A Cry for Roma

Ann Marie Fleming
The Magical Life of Long Tack Sam

Glynis Whiting
The Weight of the World

David Paperny, Marina Jimenez, Ian Gill
Transplant Tourism
BEST CINEMATOGRAPHY
DOCUMENTARY PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER
Rolf Cutts
Crocophiles

NOMINEES
David Denning, Ian Kerr, David Springbett
Living Things We Love to Hate

Twyla Roscovich, Ian McAllister
Rainwolves

Rudi Kovanic
Suspino - A Cry for Roma

John Collins
Transplant Tourism
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BEST PICTURE EDITING
DOCUMENTARY PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Jennifer Abbott
The Corporation

NOMINEES

Mandy Leith
Rainwolves

Bonni Devlin
Suspino - A Cry for Roma

Tony Papa
Suzuki Speaks

Ilena Pietrobruno, Ann Marie Fleming
The Magical Life of Long Tack Sam
BEST OVERALL SOUND
DOCUMENTARY PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Tony Gort, Stephen Cheung,
David Novack, Ian Emberton, Velcrow Ripper
The Corporation

NOMINEES

Gael MacLean, Mark Hensley,
Andre Iwanchuk, Andrew MacKenzie
From Harling Point

Gary Morgan, Jeff Henschel,
Michael John Bateman, Gael MacLean
Linton Garner: I Never Said Goodbye

Gillian Darling Kovanic, Paul Sharpe,
Dennis Burke, Andre Iwanchuk, Robert Crang
Suspino - A Cry for Roma

Gael MacLean, Mark Hensley,
Ian Emberton, Jeff Henschel, Brent Calkin
The Weight of the World
BEST SOUND EDITING
DOCUMENTARY PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Tony Gort, Stephen Cheung, Rick Senechal,
Michael P. Keeping, Chester Bialowas
The Corporation

NOMINEES

Dennis Burke, Andre Iwanchuk, Rob Crang
Suspino - A Cry for Roma

Jonny Ludgate
The Making of Snow Walker

Gael MacLean, Tony Gort, Don Mann,
Stephen Cheung, Michael P. Keeping
The Weight of the World

Ian Emberton, Greg Stewart, David Horner
Beyond All Limits
BEST MUSICAL SCORE
DOCUMENTARY PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Tobin Stokes
Living Things We Love to Hate

NOMINEES

Patric Caird
A Flag for Canada

Lache Cercel
Suspino - A Cry for Roma

Lesley Sutherland
Suzuki Speaks

Patric Caird
The Magical Life of Long Tack Sam
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BEST NEWS PACKAGE

WINNER

Global News: Going For Gold - 2010 Olympic Bid
Rae-Anne Morin, Al Wright, Ian Haysom - Producers

NOMINEES

CBC News: Canada Now
Liz Hughes, Dennis Matheson - Producers

CTV News at Six
Tom Walters, Joan Marshall, Margo Harper,
Ethan Faber, Charles Wright - Producers
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BEST ANCHOR(S)  
NEWS PACKAGE

WINNER

Ian Hanomansing, Gloria Macarenko  
CBC News: Canada Now

NOMINEES

Bill Good, Pamela Martin  
CTV News at Six
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BEST INFORMATION SERIES

WINNER

Campus Vets
Stan Feingold, Blair Reekie - Producers

NOMINEES

BC Moments
David Billman, Ron Harrington - Producers

New Classics with Chef Rob Feenie
David Paperny, Nijole Kuzmickas - Producers
BEST DIRECTION
INFORMATION SERIES

WINNER

Nijole Kuzmickas
New Classics with Chef Rob Feenie

NOMINEES

Kelly McClughan
Campus Vets
BEST SCREENWRITING
INFORMATION SERIES

WINNER

Bruce Obee
BC Moments

NOMINEES

Anna Ceraldi, Cathy Parke, Stan Feingold
Campus Vets
2004 LEO AWARDS NOMINEES & WINNERS

BEST HOST(S)
INFORMATION SERIES

WINNER

Rob Feenie
New Classics with Chef Rob Feenie

NOMINEES

Simi Sara
City Cooks
2004 LEO AWARDS NOMINEES & WINNERS

BEST LIFESTYLE SERIES

WINNER

The Shopping Bags
Anna Wallner, Kristina Matisic, John Ritchie
Heather Hawthorn-Doyle, Hugh Beard - Producers

NOMINEES

Quiet Mind
Gabriela Schonbach, Jack Ling, Lingun Sing, Michael Chechik - Producers

Spring
David Paperny, Trevor Hodgson, Deborah Wainwright - Producers
2004 LEO AWARDS NOMINEES & WINNERS

BEST DIRECTION
LIFESTYLE SERIES

WINNER

Deborah Wainwright
Spring - English: Spring of Passion

NOMINEES

Gabriela Schonbach, Jack Ling, Lingun Sing, Michael Chechik
Quiet Mind - Zen Buddhism

Joanne Braithwaite
The Shopping Bags - Condoms

Kristina Matisic
The Shopping Bags - Turkey
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BEST HOST(S)
LIFESTYLE SERIES

WINNER

David Tarrant
Spring - English: Spring of Passion

NOMINEES

Anna Wallner, Kristina Matisic
The Shopping Bags - Condoms

Anna Wallner, Kristina Matisic
The Shopping Bags - Personal Floatation Devices
2004 LEO AWARDS NOMINEES & WINNERS

BEST TALK SERIES

WINNER

Vicki Gabereau
Jordan Schwartz, Cynthia Ott - Producers

NOMINEES

Urban Rush
Carmen Salerno, George Lacny, Lisa MacFarlane,
Marlene Gurvich, Sam Charles - Producers
2004 LEO AWARDS NOMINEES & WINNERS

BEST HOST(S)
TALK SERIES

WINNER

Vicki Gabereau
Vicki Gabereau

NOMINEES

Erin Cebula, Russell Porter
Urban Rush
2004 LEO AWARDS NOMINEES & WINNERS

BEST MUSIC, COMEDY, OR VARIETY PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

ZeD
McLean Mashingaidze-Greaves, Jennifer Ouano - Producers

NOMINEES

Double Exposure
The Special - Bob Robertson, Linda Cullen, Joe Battista - Producers

Faerie Queen
Kirk Shaw - Producer

Gung Haggis Fat Choy
Moyra Rodger - Producer

Western Alienation Comedy Hour
Richard Side, Mark Lawrence - Producers
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BEST DIRECTION
MUSIC, COMEDY, OR VARIETY PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Mark Lawrence
ZeD - ZeDbangers Ball

NOMINEES

Moyra Rodger, Ken Stewart
Gung Haggis Fat Choy

Jordan Kawchuk, Edward Kay
I Dig BC

Mark Lawrence
Western Alienation Comedy Hour
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BEST SCREENWRITING
MUSIC, COMEDY, OR VARIETY PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Linda Cullen, Bob Robertson
Double Exposure - The Special

NOMINEES

Jordan Kawchuk, Edward Kay
I Dig BC

Richard Side, Roman Danylo, Paul Mather, Gary Jones, Wes Borg
Western Alienation Comedy Hour

Peter Alexander
ZeD - We Are Family
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BEST OVERALL SOUND
MUSIC, COMEDY, OR VARIETY PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Stephen Cheung, Greg Stewart, Kevin Sands, Michael Thomas
The Chris Isaak Show - The Family Man

NOMINEES

Larry Baker - Double Exposure
The Special

Jon Siddall, Peter Cracknell, Gary Morgan, Christian Prohom
ZeD - ZeDbangers Ball
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BEST PERFORMANCE OR HOST(S) MUSIC, COMEDY, OR VARIETY PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Roman Danylo
Western Alienation Comedy Hour

NOMINEES

Bob Robertson, Linda Cullen
Double Exposure - The Special

Ellie Harvie
Western Alienation Comedy Hour

Shawn MacDonald
Western Alienation Comedy Hour

Sharon Lewis
ZeD - Down the Chimney
BEST ANIMATION PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Scary Godmother Halloween Spooktakular
Brett Gannon, Kim Dent Wilder,
Phil Mitchell, Sharan Wood, Kevin Gamble - Producers

NOMINEES

Yakkity Yak
Blair Peters, Chris Bartleman, Kathy
Antonsen-Rocchio, Jamie Turner, Sandra Walters - Producers
BEST DIRECTION
ANIMATION PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Ezekiel Norton
Scary Godmother Halloween Spooktakular

NOMINEES

J. Falconer, Mark Gravas
Yakkity Yak - 3 Cheers for Penelope
BEST OVERALL SOUND
ANIMATION PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Marcel Duperreault, Kirk Furniss, Jason Fredrickson, Todd Araki
Hot Wheels Highway 35 - Wheel of Power

NOMINEES

Marcel Duperreault, Kirk Furniss, Jason Fredrickson, Todd Araki
Scary Godmother Halloween Spooktakular
BEST MUSICAL SCORE
ANIMATION PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Robert Buckley
Scary Godmother Halloween Spooktakular

NOMINEES

Patric Caird
Ed, Edd N Eddy - Postcards from The Ed

Hal Foxton Beckett, Michael Richard Plowman
Yakkity Yak - House Sitters

Hal Foxton Beckett, Michael Richard Plowman
Yakkity Yak - Cowinator
BEST YOUTH OR CHILDREN’S PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Yvon of the Yukon
Blair Peters, Chris Bartleman, Alia Nakashima - Producers

NOMINEES

Edgemont
Michael Chechik, Ian Weir - Producers
BEST DIRECTION
YOUTH OR CHILDREN’S PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Greg Sullivan
Yvon of the Yukon - A Beautiful Day to be French

NOMINEES

Bill Gereghty
Edgemont - Fool for Love
BEST SCREENWRITING
YOUTH OR CHILDREN’S PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Jennifer Cowan
Edgemont - Two Guys and a Baby

NOMINEES

Sara Snow
Edgemont - The Artist

Victor Nicolle
Yvon of the Yukon - Your Bill is Waiting
BEST PERFORMANCE
YOUTH OR CHILDREN’S PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Sarah Lind
Edgemont - Two Guys and a Baby

NOMINEES

Chas Harrison
Edgemont - You Gotta Have Friends

Kristin Kreuk
Edgemont - Two Minutes to Midnight

P. J. Prinsloo
Edgemont - Two Guys and a Baby

Brittney Wilson
Romeo - April Fool's
BEST SPORTS PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER - TIE

CFL Traditions
Derik Murray, John N. Hamilton - Producers

Spirit of the Game
Annie Frazier Henry - Producer
BEST MUSIC VIDEO

WINNER

What Went On by Hip Joint
Gabriel Napora - Producer

NOMINEES

Accidental Kisses by Dan Rothery
Robyn Wiener - Producer

Dilapidated Beauty by The Paperboys
Gabriel Napora, Tara Hungerford, Natalie Allan - Producers

New Frontier by Aaron Pritchett
Gabriel Napora - Producer
BEST DIRECTION
MUSIC VIDEO

WINNER

Robert Holbrook
Accidental Kisses by Dan Rothery

NOMINEES

Trent Opaloch
What Went On by Hip Joint

Stephano Barberis
New Frontier by Aaron Pritchett

Jamie Alain
Toreador by Andrew Greenwood
BEST STUDENT PRODUCTION

WINNER

Alarium
Dan Lee West - Producer

NOMINEES

Doggie Style
Andrew Park - Producer

Drawn Life
Julia Gohle - Producer

No Comply
Kevin Elam - Producer

The Glass Sword
Irvan Hanafl - Producer
BEST DIRECTION
STUDENT PRODUCTION

WINNER

Dan Lee West
Alarium

NOMINEES

Andrew Park
Doggie Style

Julia Gohle
Drawn Life

Kevin Elam
No Comply

Irvan Hanafl
The Glass Sword